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Abstract—Geographical correlated failures are threats that
cause major interruptions and damage to networking systems.
To mitigate this rarely addressed challenge, this paper presents
a novel geographical location aware route selection algorithm
to support uninterrupted networking. The multi-path routing
method developed calculates multiple paths that satisfy different
constraints while ensuring the prescribed geographical distance
metric between selected paths. It is used with existing overlay
routing mechanisms to maintain routes. In the evaluation against
enhanced k-shortest path algorithms, the new algorithm is shown
to provide multi-paths with larger spatial separation and better
potential to uninterrupted networking in geographical correlated
failures.

Index Terms—Routing, Resilience, Communication Networks,
Overlay Network, Multipath Routing, Disruption Tolerant, Ap-
proximation Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

GEOGRAPHICAL correlated failures can be caused by
natural disasters, such as earthquakes [?], tsunami, or

by underlying infrastructure problems such as power blackouts
[?]. The disruptions caused by correlated failures often have
a large geographical span and long duration, and hence can
cause severe disruptions to both the underlying communication
networks and distributed systems that run on top of them. Mit-
igation mechanisms against geographical correlated failures
have not been studied extensively, despite many responsive
overlay routing methods having been designed to address
random network degradations or faults. The focus of this
paper is to better cope with geographical correlated failures
with a novel and effective routing mechanism. A geographical
proximity-aware alternative path routing algorithm, which we
call GAP, is designed to calculate alternate paths that provide
prescribed geographical separation from given primary paths
while satisfying other optional constraints. GAP is designed
with focuses on medium-sized inter-domain networking over
wired substrate network. In this case, for timely delivery and
responsiveness requirements, point-to-point overlay paths are
preferred over tree-based multicast [?], because scalability
is not an overwhelming issue. For example, in a Federated
overlay of Message-Oriented Middleware [?], each gateway
overlay node may be located in a separate administrative
domain. This routing method is shown to provide multi-paths
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with better geographical separation and better chance provid-
ing uninterrupted networking against geographical correlated
failures.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The focus of this work is to find alternate paths that
are geographically separated to a required extent from the
primary path. In the previous work [?] a detailed probability
model of earthquake impact is incorporated into the path
selection algorithm, rather than the more generalized proximity
metric used in GAP. The proximity of networking elements
is a key factor determining damage magnitude in many such
failure scenarios, e.g., power grid failures, hurricanes, fires and
malicious attacks, hence in this work geographical proximity
is used to capture the correlation between two geo-locations
rather than assuming a specialized probability model.

Constructing a resilient overlay topology [?][?] to miti-
gate underlay failures and dynamics is a related research
field. In this paper the routing algorithm is considered to
be independent of the overlay topology, hence the overlay
topology is assumed to be in place a priori. The mapping of
underlay nodes IP and geolocation can be provided by ISPs
and commercial databases. IP-geolocation mapping algorithms
have also been researched to estimate unknown locations
[?][?]. During recent years, companies like Google and Baidu
have continuously improved accuracy of the IP-geolocation
information for location based business.

Disjoint path algorithms are not suitable here because in
the calculated disjoint path set the primary shortest path of
the network may not be included and a complete disjoint path
may not always exist in many circumstances. Hence designs
that are different from node disjoint routing in wireless ad hoc
networks [?] need to be explored. Because finding all possible
paths between two nodes is NP-Hard, the most common
alternative path selection algorithms are variants of K-shortest
path algorithms (KSP). An enhanced KSP algorithm is used
to benchmark the performance of GAP. After all paths are
sorted an additional path-checking procedure is performed
to choose, e.g., two alternative paths that satisfy the desired
constraints for acceptable paths, such as geographical sepa-
ration. A pre-trip partially disjoint alternative route planning
approach [?] uses a scheme based on increasing the weight of
edges on the primary path P0 to search for partially disjoint
alternative paths. In contrast our GAP algorithm focuses on
finding alternative paths based on geographical separation, not
partial disjointedness. Furthermore, GAP uses a self-adjusted
penalty based on geographical separation, instead of a fixed
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penalty value for overlapping edges between paths. The GAP
algorithm is introduced in the following section

III. COMPUTING RESILIENT PROXIMITY-AWARE
MULTIPATHS

With the substrate topology and geographical information
available, the problem of finding geographical separated al-
ternative paths is described as follows. Given a primary path
P0, and pre-defined distance threshold r between the primary
and alternative paths, the aim is to find an alternative path Pa

that is as geographical separated as possible with P0, whilst
also satisfying other constraints such as delay and hop count.
Formally the problem is defined as given G(V,E,W), P0 and
r find ArgMinPaPF (Pa, P0), where Proximity Factor (PF)
is a measurement of geographical proximity between paths
defined in Section IV. To find such optimal Pa with brute force,
the first step is finding all possible paths between source and
destination node, then the second step is to pick the path with
minimum PF while satisfying other constraints. This problem
is NP-Hard.

The pre-defined distance threshold r is a design parameter
chosen in accordance with the estimated scope of disruption.
Its purpose is to specify what geographical distance is desired
for the separation between elements of the primary and alter-
nate paths. In order to apply the GAP algorithm effectively,
the chosen value of threshold r should depend on the expected
failure diameter. Deploying GAP with a distance threshold r
larger than the failure diameter yields better performance. The
relationship between the threshold r and different actual failure
diameters is demonstrated in the evaluation experiments.

This proximity-aware algorithm searches for alternate paths
by extending the edge weight-increment in an incremental
method and invoking Dijkstras algorithm. The algorithm uses
an edge weight-increment as the heuristic to search for alter-
nate paths that are geographical separated defined by distance
threshold r. With this chosen heuristic, the weight of an edge w
is augmented with a computed penalty ∆W, before the shortest
path algorithm is invoked using the augmented weight w′, i.e.
w′ := w + ∆W.

The algorithm starts with an initial large penalty ∆W =
∆W0 on all the edges that are within the distance threshold
r to any of the routers or overlay nodes on P0. This is to
ensure that the algorithm can find the alternate path satisfying
the proximity constraint between the newly calculated path P1

and the primary path P0, if such a solution exists.
If P1 does not exist, or it fails to satisfy other pre-defined

constraints, then ∆W is decreased, and the augmented weights
on corresponding edges within distance r from primary path
are recalculated. These augmented edges and the unchanged
edges form a changed graph. The alternate path search al-
gorithm repeats on this modified graph. The decrease of
∆W relaxes the heuristic for geographical separation. This
is necessary because if a perfect alternative path does not
exist, the algorithm compromises on an alternate path with
good quality in terms of proximity and other constraints. In
the modified graph after the ∆W decrease, every edge within
distance r from the primary path has a lighter weight, and

thus has a higher probability to be chosen in the alternate
path selection algorithm.

The steps of this algorithm are summarized in Fig. ??. The
initial value of ∆W, namely ∆W0, is set to the sum of the
weights of all edges in the original undirected graph, i.e. ∆W
= ∆W0 = ΣWij , Here, i and j are the ID of vertex Vi and
Vj , and the wij corresponds to the delay in the overlay edge
Eij that connects Vi and Vj . Note that in the algorithm the
Function returns the shortest distance from node to any of the
underlay or overlay nodes on P0.

Geographical Proximity-Aware Alternate Path Selection Algorithm

Input: r := the prescribed distance threshold
P0 := {s, R01, R02, ... , R0k , t}, the primary path in the overlay
from source s to target t where R0i is the ith overlay node along
the P0 path
G := the network graph

Output: alternative path for P0 connecting s and t
Initiate ∆W = ∆W0 = ΣWij

doSearch:
for all edges Eij in overlay (source node Vi and dest. node Vj )

if ∃ Vx∈ {Vi, Vj}: distance (Vx′ P0) < r
then Wij′ = adjust(wij );

P1 = searchShortestPath(G, s, t);
if satisfyAllConstraints(P1);

return P1

else
decrease ∆W
doSearch

Fig. 1. Pseudo code description of the Geographical proximity-aware Alter-
nate Path (GAP) selection algorithm

Penalty adjustment function adjust(wij) and its vari-
ations: The adjustment function adjust(wij) in each loop,
returns an augmented weight w′ by adding a penalty value to
the weight of edge (i,j), if (i,j) is within the range threshold:
wij

′ := wij + ∆W, where the initial value of penalty in the first
loop is ∆W = ∆W0. In a next loop, the penalty is calculated
by decreasing its previous value by a coefficient α (0 <α <1),
i.e. ∆W = α∆W.

This original adjustment function can be tuned in two
respects in order to reduce the total number of loops and to
improve the penalty granularity. When attempting to make the
algorithm converge in fewer loops, the penalty is decreased
logarithmically, instead of by a multiplicative coefficient, i.e.
∆Wn+1 = log∆Wn. Here after the nth iteration, the penalty
value for the next iteration is decreased to log∆Wn. Then to
increase the probability of selecting less proximate paths, the
penalty added to an Eij within distance threshold r is further
adjusted according its distance dij from the primary path (the
more distant paths are given smaller penalty):

∆Wij = ([r - aij] / r)∆Wij

IV. EVALUATION OF GAP MULTIPATH ROUTING

This part evaluates the performance of GAP against other
alternative algorithms in two regards: (1) The geographical
separation between paths is evaluated directly by introducing
a new metric called the Proximity Factor (PF) between paths,
and (2) The number of failures i.e., the simultaneous discon-
nections in both the primary path and alternative path, is a
measurement of resilience of the alternate path algorithm. It
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represents the ability of the network to maintain service in the
face of failures.

The number of failures also depends on the topology of the
network graph and the failures generated. The PF is a direct
measurement of geographical separation. Two variants of GAP
were tested. The difference between the variants is in how to
adjust penalties in the path-finding process. A penalty function
approach is used in the genetic algorithm to handle constraints.
One variant uses a decreasing penalty by dividing the penalty
by a prescribed number (labelled GAP Div), and the other
is based on the logarithm of the penalty from last iteration
(labelled GAP Log). For multipath routing and alternative
path finding, the k-shortest path algorithms are widely used
with different enhancements to enforce constraints. For the
evaluations an enhanced k-shortest path algorithm (EKSP) is
used as a baseline comparison against the GAP algorithms.
The simulation results show the PF of EKSP is lower when
compared with GAP. This demonstrates that the GAP algorith-
m is pushing the alternate paths geographically further from
the primary path than with EKSP.

A. Proximity Factor

A geographical proximity measure is used as a backup path
selection heuristic and represents a degree of geographical
correlation between two paths. The proximity needs to be
modelled so that the quality of the solutions from different
algorithms can be evaluated. The measure can also be used
by the path selection algorithms as a heuristic.

The Proximity Factor (PF) between an alternative path Pn

and its primary path Pm is defined in the following description
as depicted in Fig. ??: If the distance between any pair of
nodes along two overlay paths is below the prescribed distance
threshold Tdistance, then the PF is increased by one. In the
experiments below the prescribed distance threshold Tdistance
holds the same value as the GAP distance threshold r, i.e.
Tdistance = Rf . Before returning a value, the PF is normalized
by the number of hops in the primary path Pm, hence a smaller
PF is better.

Calculation for the Proximity Factor between Paths

Algorithm Find the Proximity Factor between two overlay paths
PF (Pn,Pm) connecting overlay nodes a, b, with path Pn being the
alternative path and Pm being the primary path
Input: Tdistance distance threshold below which nodes are counted as

being geographically close
Pm := {a, Rm1, Rm2, ... , Rmr , b} physical nodes along the
overlay path where Rmi is the ith node along the path
Pn := {a, Rn1, Rn2, ... , Rnk , b} physical nodes along the
overlay path where Rni is the ith node along the path

Output: the proximity factor between Pn and Pm

ProximityFactor ← 0
for all Rmi ∈ Pm

for all Rnj ∈ Pn

if D(Rmi,Rnj ) <Tdistance then
ProximityFactor = ProximityFactor + 1

ProximityFactor = ProximityFactor / Hops(Pm)
return ProximityFactor

Fig. 2. Pseudo code to calculate the Proximity Factor between paths

B. Benchmark Algorithms

An enhanced K-shortest path algorithm (EKSP) is imple-
mented for the purpose of comparison with the proximity-
aware alternate path finding algorithm. KSP calculates and
ranks a predefined number of shortest paths according to
various preferences. After finding the K shortest paths between
overlay node s and t, to find the desired alternate path, an
additional path-filtering process is carried out to compare
the geographical separation of candidate paths in terms of
proximity factor as calculated in Fig.2 and the path that is
the most spatially distant (smallest proximity factor) to the
primary path is chosen as the alternative path. In Fig.3, on
a 4x4 network, given the same primary path from node 4b
to 1c, different alternative paths are found by a brute force
algorithm, GAP and EKSP (k=5). Here Tdistance = 1 and the
weight in the graph equals Euclidean distance. In this case, the
alternative path of GAP is consistent with the optimal brute
force algorithm, and provides better geographical separation
than the result of EKSP.

Fig. 3. The primary path and the alternative paths found by brute force, GAP
and EKSP algorithms between node 4b and 1c

C. Evaluation of GAP against EKSP

Correlated failures are rare and difficult to capture in real
world testbed such as PlanetLab [?]. Hence we conduct eval-
uation through simulations. To evaluate the GAP and EKSP
algorithms, the underlay graph in the test is generated using
the BRITE internet topology generation tool [?]. The graph
represents an underlay network comprising 1,000 underlay
nodes within a 10,000 by 10,000 Euclidean plane. For the
overlay network, 100 overlay brokers are randomly generated,
the coordinates of which are drawn from a uniform distribu-
tion. Then they are attached to the nearest underlay nodes. 200
overlay source and target node pairs are randomly selected.
Between every pair of source and target node, a primary path
is established by Dijkstras algorithm, and then the alternative
paths are found with the four algorithms.

After the algorithms have found the alternate path solutions,
the centres of 50 circular failure regions are randomly generat-
ed using a uniform distribution. Each set of 50 failure regions
has a predefined failure radius of Rf , to explore the impact
of different failure radius values. The primary and alternate
path pairs are evaluated against these failures. The tests are
repeated for different values of Rf .
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D. Evaluation Results

After above tests, two sets of statistics are compared in the
results. The first is the Proximity Factor, which measures the
degree of spatial separation of alternative path algorithms. The
second is the number of failures caused by a number of random
generated failures. This evaluates the resilience of alternative
path algorithms against geographical correlated failures. These
are shown in the results in Figure 4 and 5, respectively.

Fig. 4. Proximity Factor between Alternative Paths and Primary Paths (A
low PF indicates greater separation)

Fig. 5. The percentage of reduced failures of GAP and EKSP compared
with using a single primary path. The proportional reduction is defined as:
Failures(Primary Path) Failures (GAP or EKSP) / Failures(Primary Path)

In comparison with the EKSP algorithm, the above results in
Fig. 4 show that new alternative path algorithm has over a 0.4
decrease in the proximity factor on average. It demonstrates
that the new algorithm is pushing the alternate paths geograph-
ically further apart from primary paths. As expected, greater
geographical separation results in a lower overall number of
failures as shown in Fig. 5. The failures are presented as
the proportionate reduction in failures relative to using only
primary paths.

In the above results, for scenarios of different failure radius,
multi-path routing based on GAP and EKSP are compared
with a simple shortest overlay path. Both GAP and EKSP
based multi-path routing provide improvements over using
only a shortest primary path. These improvements are more
significant when the failure radius is relatively small. The
improvements decrease as the failure radius becomes larger.
The proximity constraint threshold Pth = Tdistance = r is
set to 2000 in all cases. It is shown that for GAP to be
most effective, the constraint threshold should be larger than
the expected failure diameter. For the smallest failure radius
Rf=200, the improvements are over 58% and 56% for GAP
approaches and over 34% and 38% for EKSP. When the
failure radius Rf is comparable with Pth, (Rf=1000), the GAP
approaches maintain a 42.7% and 41.6% improvement, while
the improvement is significant less for EKSP approaches,
being 16.1% and 19.6%. As the failure radius Rf , rises
above proximity constraint threshold Pth, the resilience of the

two variants of multi-path routing are notably worse. When
the failure radius, Rf , reaches 3000, the improvements are
10.2% and 9.75% for GAP algorithms and 3.98% and 4.7%
for KSP-based algorithms. Overall in these tests, both geo-
aware algorithms improve the resilience of shortest path based
routing. However, the GAP algorithms perform better than the
EKSP-based ones in all cases.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel overlay routing mechanism that is
designed to improve the resilience of messaging in response to
large scale geographical failures. As a practical improvement
to single path overlay routing, this algorithm is developed to
search for a geographically diverse alternative path, with any
given primary path. It is evaluated against an enhanced k-
shortest path algorithm with random generated geographical
correlated failures. The test network is chosen to provide a
suitable geographical representation to effectively evaluate the
algorithms and also maintain the average node degree to be
representative of realistic networks. In comparison with the
EKSP algorithm, for the degree of separation, the novel GAP
algorithm improves the degree of spatial separation measured
by proximity factor with given primary paths. It demonstrates
that GAP is effective in finding alternative paths with appro-
priate geographical separation. As a result the novel algorithm
also successfully increases the percentage of uninterrupted
messaging connections in the face of geographically correlated
failures.
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